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A comparative philosophy of religion could result from any of
several motives.1 Thus, for some scholars, it means an 'objective
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See Eli'ot Deutsc:., Advaita Vedanta: a Philosophical RecomtTuction
(Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 1973), Preface: "'Comparative
Philosophy1' me~ns many things to different scholars and thinkers. To some
it means an exploration of non-We9tern philos:lphies (and religions) inorde~
to find, to accept, or to assimilate those values, ideas, and COJ1cernflJ:hat one
believes to be missing in one's own culture; to vthers ·i t :means an objective,
scholarly e.umination of various individual thinkers and school~ .o f Asian
philo~ophy,and sometimes the comparing and contrastingrfthesewith leading
Western examples, in order to promote greater knowledge and understanding
of the East; and still to others it means an articulation of the ba'ic"waya of
thinking" which are emibited as persistent cultural traits in V81!i9J.l'a civilizatiC:ms both for the sake of knowledgetsnd for a pos~ible aynth«j~ of Western
and Eastern philosophy. Through the immense ,efforts.,o f JP.N)yworker.s in
11lltheseareas comparativii philos<!i)hy Westernerll, witll iWJ ntjl_rest in Asia,
have come'.to ari understanding o.f>the p'attemB.)IIli.d strUcturcts, o. ~bought in
Asian cultures, of the history of various traditi~n~.in th.~.~»~, ~of the in·
tricacies and subtletiC's of specific syatem:S. ap~ t~divJduals il) tq~ ~r.adi tiona.
A great deal of work still remains toJbe done.i~aU.:t}lee,e. ~all,~$! indeed an
enormous amount of significant research in comparati,V,e,phiio-s._~hy is being
<:arried out-today by both Western and Eastern Ath!'i~. ,1
..
'Butitis also becoming ina:easinglyapparentthat~e.'Ate ready to pursue
new goals in comparative philosophy and to brjnjf\~~8Jilltive philosophy
into the milinstream of creatifJt thought-East and W~s~ · We&re aware now
that there is much of intrinsic philosophical value and interest in Asian thought
.and that consequently this thought need not be cast;nterely in.tJJe mold of a
historical(or exotic) curiosity. Students ought to · be .able to study Asian
philosophy simply fort he purpose of enriching theirphilosophi cal b11ckground
.and enabling them to deal better with the philosophical problems that interest
them. Without losing sight of the distinctive and sometimes uniqt:€ characteristica'of·a tradition one ought to be able to concentrate on a tradition as it

of

scholarly examination of various individual thinkers and schools ot
Asian philosophy, and sometimes the comparing and contrasting of
these with leading Western examples, in order to promote greater
knowledge and understanding of the East.'2 In this paper an effort
will be made to move along these lines on the question of Sruti or
Revelation in Hinduism.a
It is helpful to begin by distinguishing among three terms which
are often used in this context: sabda-pramii1_1a, sruti and veda. Sabdapramii1Ja is the broadest category and covers verbal testimony as a
means of valid knowledge. This 'testimony may be of the Veda
(vaidika) or of secular speech (laukika).' 4 In this paper we are concerned with the former.
Usually the words sruti and veda are used synonymously 5 and the
authority of the Vedas is regarded as supremely valid in spiritual
matters in most schools of Hindu thought. It would be tedious to
trace the exact connotation of the Vedas as revelation in each school of
Hindu thought; it would also be repetitious as this ,has already been
done. 8
i1 a response to a series of universal questions and probluris, and with the express intention that these responses will influence one spontanecusly ir one's
own thinking. A new goal for comparative philosophy, in short, would be to
approach Asian philosophy as material for creative th<.ught. I am quite·
convinced that on its merit Asian philoscphy isindeed worthy of beiq approached in this spirit. This little book is but one small effort point.rg ir the
direction of that goal.'
I Ibid.
1 0neshould note, however, that in the context of some schools of Hindu
philosophy, 'If we are to form a proper understanding of the meaning and
scope of "Rf.velation", we do well to forget at e>nce the implications oftheterm
in the Mediterranean religions, Judaism, Christianity, and lsl2m. Strictly
speaking, "Revelation" is a misnomer, since ultimately tl-ere is nc revealer.
The Sanskrit term for it is iruti, literally, 'the hearing,' which means an
erudition acquired by listening t<. the instruction of a teacher. ThiEinstruction
itself had been transmitted to the teacher through an uni:nterrupted series of
teachers that stretches til· the beginning af creation.' Eliot Deutsch and J .A.B.
nn Buitenen, A Sourct Book of Advaita Vedanta(Honolulu: University Press
of Hawaii, 1971 ), p. 5.
• T.M.P. Mahadevan, Outlines of Hinduism(Bombay: Chetana Ltd., 1960),
p. 105. This is the position in the Nyiiya school.
• M. Hiriyanna, Popular Essays in Indian Philosophy (Mysore: Kavyalaya
Publishers, 1952), p. 27; etc. Although the two words lire usually taken as
synonymous, sometiml's a distinction is drawn between the two, in which case
the Vedas are treated as a subset d sruti which is ·then equated with,
"revelation" in general and the Vedas are regarded as a particular revelation
[seeP. V. Kane, History of Dharmasastra, Vol. I, Part I (Poona: Bhandarkar
Oriental Research Institute, 1968), p. 5, n. 15].
e See K. Satchidana~da Murty, Revelation and Reason in Advaita Vedanta
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1959), pp. 238-239. For more on.

Prof. M. Hiriyanna has identified two approaches to the question
of verbal testimony in spiritual matters as constitutive of the Hindu
approach. It seems a more useft!l exercise, at this point, to identify
these two approaches and then to apply them ~o r~velation as visualized
in the Semitic tradition, in the hope that fre>h mstghts may thus result.
Il
One may begin by asking: how can one determine the reliability
of religious e~perience, that is, a form of experience which is beyond
the realm of direct sense perception? M. Hiriyanna argues that 'To.
suppose that the senses and reason are the only sources of knowledge
is to restrict reality to what is ordinarily experienced by us. But such
a restriction of the realm of being does not satisfy a1l.' 7 Now how
are those of us who are not 'satisfied' to gain knowledge about that
realm as 'it is obviously futile to postulate such a transcendental realm
as an unknowable something'?8 There thus arises the 'need for an
appropriate pramii~a whereby we may know it or, at least, that part of
it which is of significance to us.' 9
Professor Hiriyanna points out that of the Hindu systems of thought.
we may take the Nyiiya and Siir&khya as examples of one type of approach to obtaining knowledge about the transcendental realm. This
type of approach he relates to the concept of yogi-pratyakia as a
pramii~a.

This pramiir&a is usually termed yogi-pratya~a or the intuitive
vision of the yogin.. It' is conceived as fitted not merely to
disclose extra-empirical facts to us, but also to make them
known immediately. That is the reason why it is designated
pratyak!a, although it does not-involve the activity of the externat
senses and is therefore very aifferent from common perception.
This intuitive power is found in aU men, but only in a latent
form; and a good deal of practice in meditation is required to
develop it properly. Meditative practice, however, is not the
only condition for its development; a cleansing of the inner
life is also needed. It means that until 'the busy intellect and
striving desires' are stilled, one cannot rise higher than mere
reflective thought. The successful cultivation ot this. power is
t~e Sti'J.khya view on this point see Satischandra Chatterjee and Dhirendramphan Datt<l, An Introduc!ion to Indian Phik!sophy (Unjvereity of Calcutta,.
1968), p. 279; and for more on the Vaiiefika view see Surendranath Dasf\upta,
A History of Indian Philosophy, Vi.·l. I (London: Cambridge University PreES,
1957), pp. 332, fn. 3, 355.
It rna) be pointed out that the applicstion of the notion of revelaticn
in a particular school of Hindu philosophy to the Semitic tradition rna~ he a
useful exercise and the possibilities here have not been exhaust'ed. For an
illustration see Eliot Deutsch and }.A.B. van Buitenen, oP.. cit., p . 6.
' M. Hiriyanna, op. cit., p. 26.
I Ibid., p. 26.

• Ibid.

consequently not possible for ordinary men, and whatever
knowledge they possess of trtllhs attained through it is derived
from others and is mediate. The association of moral purity
with what is essentially a logical means of knowled&e indicatea,
we may observe by the way, the close connection that has
always subsisted in India between religion and pnilo3ophy .10
-~t should be noted that in using the above pramil~a 'we depend...
enurely upon the authority of individual insight.' 11 This has its pitfalls:

In this appeal to the experience of an individual, other~ see a risk;
for, in their view, nobody's private Lnsight can carry with it the
guarantee of its own validity. As Kumii.rila has remarked in
discussing a similar topic, a visil)n that has unfolded itself to
be one single person may after all be an illusion. This is not to
impugn the good faithoftheyogin; it only means that he might
be self~deluded. To avoid this possible defect of subjectivity,
the opponents of the above view postulate in tb.e place of yogic
perception another pramiit;.a, viz., sruti or 'revelation'-otherwise known as the Veda-which, it is claimed, will not mislead
us because it has emanated from God or is supernaturat in some
other sense. 12
However, if one takes recourse to the supernatural in such a way
then 'belief in such a source of knowledge may appearto be mere dogmatism and it is therefore necessary to find out what in reality is signi~
fied by this term,' 13 sruti or revelation. M. Hiriyanna proceeds to
-identify its 'correct' connotation:
As commonly explained, the Jruti is immemorial tradition which,
because its origin cannot be traced to any mortal being, is looked
upon as supernatural in its character. There is the implication
here, as contrasted with the previous view, that the realm· of
transcendental beings is not directly accessible to man, however gifted he may be. But, theological considerations apart, it
must be admitted that the truths for which the Veda stands,
whether or not it is now possible to ascribe them to specific
seers, should eventually be traced to some human source; and
the fact seems to be implied in the description of those truths
as having been seen by the rsis or inspired sages of old. If i~ be
so, the Veda also must be reckoned as communicating to us the
results of yogic perception. But there is a very important
difference as may be gathered from a condition which is somet~mes laid down as essential to all 'revealed' teaching, viz., that
it should have proved acceptable to the best minds of the com10

Ibid., pp.

26~27.

u Ibid., p. 27.
liJbid., p. 27.
18

Ibid., pp.

27~28,

munity (mahiijana-parigrah~). That is, the truths which the
Veda records have not been merely intuited by great seers but
also acknowledged by the standard mind of the community.
Really, then, this pram~?Ja reduces itself to what may be characterised as 'nice intuition' i and its deliverances, by virtue of
the objectivevalue they tnus·posses's, acquire an authority which
cannot belong to tho$0 of'llnybody's private intuition. Herein
lies the superiority.o.Uruti w yogic perc_eption. Th~ l'l!~aros.a
an~Hhe Vedanta are the systems that accept 'revelatmn m this
sense a8 the means to a knowledge of supersensuous truth.14
Thus those '\Vho do not regard. the realm of being as exhausted by
the world of commoh. experience 'fon:nu1ate 'a unique pramiir:za tor
comprehending what lies beyond~ •a T~ group is divisible into 'two
classes-one which believes that individual insight is adequate for a
knowledge of the transcendental realm; and the other, which seeks the
aid of revelation for it,'11 where revelation implies collective approval
of spiritual insights as distinguished from mere individual insight.
'This classification indicates...the exact meaning of iabda or 'verbal
testimony' which so many schools reckon as a source of philosophical
•
knowledge.'17

m
In the above discussion Hiriyanna dist,inguishes betweep yog~c
perception and revelation on the basis of the latter being yogtc
perception which is not merely individual i!lsight. but is. 'atlpio~
ledged by the standard mind of the comriuinity.'l8 Tllu's yogtc
perception with communal approval attains the status of revelation.
It seems _possible, however, to apply this criterion ·or"cbdimtmat
approval at another level. In the above discussion the iesults of yogic
perception were regarded as subject to communal approval before they
could be treated as revelation. But the same criterion could also be
applied at the level of the obtaining of those results. An' eJi:4mple will
help clarify the point. A discovery or an invention could be.·m ade by
an individual scientist or a team of scientists. (It could also. be made
simultaneously by two individual scientists or teams of scientists as
well.) In a similar way one can distinguish betw'ee.ri 'all i'Jdividual in" Ibid., p. 28.
Ibid•; p. 28.

u

11 Ibid. M. Hiriymna goes on to say that 'These may together be desOJ:ibed
as intuitionalism . . •They differ in their estimate of the -rela-t ive significan_ce
of life of the two realms of being, as also in their cMiception of the precise
nature of the facts that may be intuited' (ibid., p. 29). He also adds that the
two approach~s possess a 'kinship which explains the alliance between the two
as seen in the later history of the systems. Thus the Nyiiy,a and the Sirikhya,
as now known, combine a belief in the Veda with their recognition of the
need for yogic perception' (ibid., fn. 1).
17 Ibid., p. 29.
11 M. Hiriyanna, op. cit., p. 28.
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tuition which comes to be accepted by the 'standard mind of the community' and a communal or collective intuition which comes to be
.accepted by the 'standard .mind of the community.' The words of
the Buddha would seem to illustrate the former case, the corpus of the
Vedas the latter, especially as the Vedas are the work, not of one seer
· or rli, but' of many seers.19 Thus, while Buddhism would represent
the case of an individual intuition obtaining general acceptance, Hinduism represents, in the case of the Vedas, collective intuition winning communal acceptance. 2 0 If this distinction between individual and collective intuition is now applied to the Semitic religious tradition, interesting results follow. Firstly, Christianity and Islam, as they are ultimately founded around the intuitions of two individuals-Jesus and
Muhammad-belong to one category and Judaism to the other, as it
seems to represent a case of collective intuition, in that it seems to have
been founded not so much by an individual as by a series of prophets,
the most prominent among them being Abraham and Moses.
Secondly, inasmuch as the word iruti, in the context of collective
intuition, involves a plurality of sponsors involved in receiving ~he
intuition, only Judaism could be called a revealed religion under this
classification. Christianity and Islam would be the products of yogic
intuition, so to say. But although under this description the scriptures
of Christianity and Islam could not be called iruti, they certainly belong
to the class of sabda prama1,1a for under this category are included
both 'yogic intuition' and 'revelation'.
One should note here that, strictly speaking, sruti cannot be called
revelation at all by Semitic standards in those schools of Hindu thought
which regard the iruti as authorless, as in the Semitic tradition revelation always implies a revealer-God.u
How is it, then, one may ask, that while from a Semitic point of
view Judaism, Christianity and Islam are all regarded as revealed religions, from the Hindu point of view as developed above only one of
them-Judaism-qualifies to be so called? The answer seems to lie in
the tact that while the Hindu position as developed above focuses on
11 The discussion will have to be modified if the im'llediate followers of
the Buddha are regarded as the co-founders of Buddhism.
10
It may be pointed ou.t that the Nyaya position on the Vedas complicates
the picture here. For if GCld is the author of the Vedas then it has only one
all thor, though his words are revealed to many. This has a certain parallel in
the Islamic case wherein God is the author, not only of the Qur'in but also of
previous revelations. Such a situ.a tion raises the question: Which of these
s~1•eral revelafions has to be regarded as primary? It is interesting to note that
this i<; the puint at issue between pii.rva- and uttara mimiimsa-two schools
which regard the Vedas as authorless I The Islamic case serves to correct the
ampression that if God is acknowledged as the author of all revelations the
question of which revelation is to be regarded aa 'primary would disappear.
'
.
11
Eliot Deutsch and J. A. B. van Buitenen, op. cit., p. S.

the 'number' -singular or plura,- of the recipients of revelation, the
Semitic position focuses on the source of the revelation-God, who is
always looked upon as one (though he does not necessarily talk of himself or is talked of in the singular). Perhaps this difference in focus
arises from the fact that, whereas in Hiaduism the sacred scriptures are
looked upon as revelations from the seers of the truth as much as to the
seers of the truth, in the Semitic tradition revelation consists of
revelation of the truth to the prophets from God.

IV
To conclude: if a co'mmunal d\mensi01\ is given to the question of
revelation,'then, in the Hindu case, this can be applied at two levelsat the level of obtaining the results of intuition and at the level ot the
acceptance of the results of intuition. The app\i9ation of the communal
criterion at the first level yields a concept of lruti which 'is l~s crossculturally applicable than when the communal criteria~ is apl'1ied onlY'
to the results of the intuition.

